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DATA STRUCTURES 

  Data structures are variables that store more than one value. 

Why Use Data Structures (DS)? 

 Data in the real world includes large sets of similar data that all need 
to be processed in the same  manner. 

 For example, a lecturer has many students in a class, and every 
student’s scores are processed the same way to determine grades. 

 The multiple elements of DS allow all the different values to be 
retained in memory,  

 The fact that the array has one name allows the repetitive 
structure to be used;  
adjusting the index, using a numeric variable that is incremented 
each time through a loop, accesses the different values in array. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

There are many different kinds of data structures (array is one of 
them): 

1. ARRAY  
- the values are logically related in that they are of the same type. 
- e.g. vectors and matrices 

2. CELL ARRAY  
- is a kind of data structure that stores values of different types. 
- the common use of a cell array is to store strings of different lengths. 

3. STRUCTURES  
- data structures that group together values of different types and they 
are not the same thing. 
- One use of structures is to set up a database of information. 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

1. ARRAY  
- the values are logically related in that they are of the same type. 
- e.g. vectors and matrices 

Example: 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

2. CELL ARRAY  
- is a kind of data structure that stores values of different types. 
- the common use of a cell array is to store strings of different lengths. 

Example: 1        2               3 

1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
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DATA STRUCTURES 

3. STRUCTURES  
- data structures that group together values of different types and they 
are not the same thing. 
- One use of structures is to set up a database of information. 

Example: 



DATA STRUCTURES 

1- Arrays 

2- Cell Arrays 

3- Structures 
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 Structures are data structures that group values together that are 
logically related in fields of the structure.  

 An advantage of structures is that the fields are named, which 
helps to make it clear what values are stored in the structure.  

CREATING A STRUCTURE 

Example: 
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STRUCTURES 

Beam 

Id Support Dimension Length 

‘Beam1a’ ‘SS’ [200 400] 10 

Structure 

Fields 

Values 



STRUCTURES 

Beam 

Id Support Dimension Length 

‘Beam1a’ ‘SS’ [200 400] 10 

>> Beam = struct('Id','Beam1a','Length',10, ... 

     'Dimension',[200 400],'Support','SS') 

 

Beam =  

 

           Id: 'Beam1a' 

       Length: 10 

    Dimension: [200 400] 

      Support: 'SS' 



 

 An alternative method of creating this structure, which is not as 
efficient, involves using the dot operator to refer to fields within 
the structure.  

 The name of the structure variable is followed by a dot and then 
the name of the field within that structure. Assignment statements 
can be used to assign values to the fields. 

 

 

 Note that, structure variables are not arrays. They do not have 
elements that are indexed, so it is not possible to loop through 
the values in a structure. 
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STRUCTURES 

>> Beam.Id = 'Beam1a'; 

>> Beam.Length = 10; 

>> Beam.Dimension = [200 400]; 

>> Beam.Support = 'SS'; 



 

THE BENEFIT OF STRUCTURES 

 An entire structure variable can be assigned to another.  

 This is very helpful especially if two or more structures had some 
values in common.  

 Here, for example, the values from one structure (Beam) are 
copied into another structure (NewBeam) and then two fields are 
selectively changed. 
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STRUCTURES 

>> NewBeam = Beam; 

>> NewBeam.Id = 'Beam2a'; 

>> NewBeam.Length = 12; 

>> NewBeam 

 

NewBeam =  

 

           Id: 'Beam2a' 

       Length: 12 

    Dimension: [200 400] 

      Support: 'SS' 

>> Beam 

 

Beam =  

 

           Id: 'Beam1a' 

       Length: 10 

    Dimension: [200 400] 

      Support: 'SS' 



 

DISPLAY STRUCTURES 

 To print from a structure, the disp function will display either the 
entire structure or an individual field. 
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STRUCTURES 

>> disp(Beam) 

           Id: 'Beam1a' 

       Length: 10 

    Dimension: [200 400] 

      Support: 'SS‚ 

 

>> disp(Beam.Dimension) 

   200   400 

>> fprintf('%d %s\n',Beam.Length,Beam.Support) 

10 SS 

 However, when using fprintf only individual fields can be printed; 
the entire structure cannot be printed. 



 

REMOVING A FIELD FORM STRUCTURES 

 The function rmfield removes a field from a structure. It returns a 
new structure with the field removed, but does not modify the 
original structure.  

 For example, the following  
would remove the code field  
from the NewBeam structure,  
but store the resulting structure  
in the default variable ans.  
The value of NewBeam  
remains unchanged.  
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STRUCTURES 

>> rmfield(NewBeam,'Support') 

 

ans =  

 

           Id: 'Beam2a' 

       Length: 12 

    Dimension: [200 400] 

 

>> NewBeam 

 

NewBeam =  

 

           Id: 'Beam2a' 

       Length: 12 

    Dimension: [200 400] 

      Support: 'SS' 



 

REMOVING A FIELD FORM STRUCTURES 

 To change the value of NewBeam, the structure that results from 
calling rmfield must be assigned to NewBeam.  
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STRUCTURES 

>> NewBeam = rmfield(NewBeam,'Support') 

 

NewBeam =  

 

           Id: 'Beam2a' 

       Length: 12 

    Dimension: [200 400] 



 

RELATED STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS 

 There are several functions that can be used with structures in 
MATLAB. 

 The function isstruct will return logical 1 for true if the variable 
argument is a structure variable, or 0 if not.  

 The isfield function returns logical true if a fieldname (as a string) is 
a field in the structure argument, or logical false if not. 
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STRUCTURES 

>> isstruct(Beam) 

ans = 

     1 

 

>> isfield(Beam,'Length') 

ans = 

     1 



 

RELATED STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS 

 The fieldnames function will return the names of the fields that 
are contained in a structure variable. 
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STRUCTURES 

>> BeamFields = fieldnames(Beam) 

 

BeamFields =  

 

    'Id' 

    'Length' 

    'Dimension' 

    'Support' 

>> length(BeamFields{2}) 

ans = 

     6 

 Since the names of the fields are of varying lengths, the fieldnames 
function returns a cell array with the names of the fields. 

 Curly braces are used to refer to the elements, since pack_fields is 
a cell array. For example: 



 

VECTORS OF STRUCTURES 

 In many applications, including database applications, information 
would normally be stored in a vector of structures, rather than in 
individual structure variables. 

 

 

 

 

 In this example, Beam is a vector that has three elements. It is 
shown as a column vector. Each element is a structure consisting 
of four fields: Id, Length, Dimension, and Support. It may look like a 
matrix, which has rows and columns, but it is instead a vector of 
structures. 
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STRUCTURES 

Beam 

Id Length Dimension Support 

1 Beam1a 10 200 x 400 Simply-supported 

2 Beam2b 12 250 x 400 Simply-supported 

3 Beam3c 15 250 x 500 Clamp-supported 



 

CREATING VECTOR OF STRUCTURES 

 This vector of structures can be created several ways: 
 

    1 

 

 

 

    2  
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STRUCTURES 

>> Beam = struct('Id','Beam1a','Length',10, ... 

     'Dimension',[200 400],'Support','SS'); 

>> Beam(2) = struct('Id','Beam2b','Length',12, ... 

     'Dimension',[250 400],'Support','SS'); 

>> Beam(3) = struct('Id','Beam3c','Length',15, ... 

     'Dimension',[250 500],'Support',‚CS'); 

 

>> Beam(1) = struct('Id','Beam1a','Length',10, ... 

     'Dimension',[200 400],'Support','SS'); 

>> Beam(2) = struct('Id','Beam2b','Length',12, ... 

     'Dimension',[250 400],'Support','SS'); 

>> Beam(3) = struct('Id','Beam3c','Length',15, ... 

     'Dimension',[250 500],'Support',‚CS'); 

 



 

CREATING VECTOR OF STRUCTURES 

 This vector of structures can be created several ways: 
 

    3 

 

 

 

    4  
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STRUCTURES 

>> Beam(3) = struct('Id','Beam1a','Length',10, ... 

     'Dimension',[200 400],'Support','SS'); 

>> Beam(2) = struct('Id','Beam2b','Length',12, ... 

     'Dimension',[250 400],'Support','SS'); 

>> Beam(1) = struct('Id','Beam3c','Length',15, ... 

     'Dimension',[250 500],'Support',‚CS'); 

 

>> Beam = repmat(struct('Id','Beam1a','Length',10, ... 

     'Dimension',[200 400],'Support','SS'),1,3); 

>> Beam(2) = struct('Id','Beam2b','Length',12, ... 

     'Dimension',[250 400],'Support','SS'); 

>> Beam(3) = struct('Id','Beam3c','Length',15, ... 

     'Dimension',[250 500],'Support',‚CS'); 

 

Replicate a 
structure to 

create a vector 
of structures 



 

DISPLAYING VECTOR OF STRUCTURES 

 Typing the name of the variable will display only the size of the 
structure vector and the names of the fields: 
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STRUCTURES 

>> Beam 

 

Beam =  

1x3 struct array with fields: 

    Id 

    Length 

    Dimension 

    Support 

>> Beam(1) 

 

ans =  

           Id: 'Beam1a' 

       Length: 10 

    Dimension: [200 400] 

      Support: 'SS' 

 To display one element in the vector (one structure), an index into 
the vector would be specified. For example, the second element: 



 

DISPLAYING VECTOR OF STRUCTURES 

 To refer to a field, it is necessary to refer to the particular 
structure, and then the field within it.  

 This means using an index into the vector to refer to the structure, 
and then the dot operator to refer to a field.  

For example: 
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STRUCTURES 

>> Beam(1).Dimension 

 

ans = 

 

   200   400 



 

DISPLAYING VECTOR OF STRUCTURES 

Thus, there are essentially three levels to this data structure.  

The variable Beam is  
the highest level, which is  
a vector of structures.  
Each of its elements is  
an individual structure.  
The fields within these  
individual structures are  
the lowest level.  

The following loop displays  
each element in the Beam  
vector. 
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STRUCTURES 

>> for i = 1:length(Beam) 

       disp(Beam(i)) 

   end 

           Id: 'Beam1a' 

       Length: 10 

    Dimension: [200 400] 

      Support: 'SS' 

 

           Id: 'Beam2b' 

       Length: 12 

    Dimension: [250 400] 

      Support: 'SS' 

 

           Id: 'Beam3c' 

       Length: 15 

    Dimension: [250 500] 

      Support: ‚CS' 



 

DISPLAYING VECTOR OF STRUCTURES 

 To refer to a particular field for all structures, in most programming 
languages it would be necessary to loop through all elements in 
the vector and use the dot operator to refer to the field for each 
element. 
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STRUCTURES 

>> for i = 1:3 

fprintf('%f\n',Beam(i).Length) 

end 

10.000000 

12.000000 

15.000000 

 



 

DISPLAYING VECTOR OF STRUCTURES 

 To refer to a particular field for all structures, in most programming 
languages it would be necessary to loop through all elements in 
the vector and use the dot operator to refer to the field for each 
element. However, this is not the case in MATLAB. 
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STRUCTURES 

>> fprintf('%f\n',Beam.Length) 

10.000000 

12.000000 

15.000000 

 



 

NESTED STRUCTURES 

A nested structure is a structure in which at least one member is 
itself a structure. 

For example, a structure for a line segment might consist of fields 
representing the two points at the ends of the line segment; 
the x and y coordinates. 

 

 

 

One method of defining this is to nest calls to the struct function: 

         

         1 
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STRUCTURES 

>> lineseg = struct('endpoint1',struct('x',2,'y',4),... 

     'endpoint2',struct('x',1,'y',6)); 



 

CREATING NESTED STRUCTURES 

 Other methods would be as follows: 

 

    2 

 

 

    3  

 

 

 Once the nested structure has been created, we can refer to 
different parts of the variable lineseg. Just typing the name of the 
variable shows only that it is a structure consisting of two fields, 
endpoint1 and endpoint2, each of which is a structure. 
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STRUCTURES 

>> pointone = struct('x',2,'y',4); 

>> pointtwo = struct('x',1,'y',6); 

>> lineseg = struct('endpoint1', pointone,... 

     'endpoint2', pointtwo); 

>> lineseg.endpoint1.x = 2; 

>> lineseg.endpoint1.y = 4; 

>> lineseg.endpoint2.x = 1; 

>> lineseg.endpoint2.y = 6; 



DATA STRUCTURES 

Application examples 
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MOMENT OF INERTIA OF I BEAM 
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EXAMPLE 

1 

2 

3 

b1 

h1 

b3 

h3 
b2 

h2 



MOMENT OF INERTIA OF I BEAM 
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EXAMPLE 

rect(1).b = 2; 

rect(1).h = 8; 

rect(2).b = 5; 

rect(2).h = 3; 

rect(3).b = 2; 

rect(3).h = 8; 

 

for i = 1:3 

    rect(i).moi = rect(i).b*rect(i).h^3/12; 

    rect(i).area = rect(i).b*rect(i).h; 

    rect(i).y = rect(i).h/2; 

end 

areaall = sum([rect.area]); 

ybar = [rect.area]*[rect.y]'; 

for i = 1:3 

    rect(i).moi = rect(i).moi + ... 

        rect(i).area*(ybar - rect(i).y)^2; 

end 

 

%DISPLAY 

fprintf('CALCULATING MOMENT OF INERTIA OF U-SHAPE\n', areaall) 

fprintf('Total Area = %.2f m^2\n', areaall) 

fprintf('Moment of Inertia = %.2f Nm^2\n', sum([rect.moi])) 



DATA STRUCTURES 

That’s all for now… 
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